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Abstract 

Feminism is not a choice for Americans. Embedded in our very soil, the social theory begun and 

adopted by our mothers in the late 1840s has mixed with the blood of every person that walks 

American streets. Feminism proclaims equality, value and freedom for women. And no one can 

deny that all human beings have equal value. Nevertheless, the women’s movement seeks to 

redefine gender roles determined by our Creator at the beginning of time, and anyone who protests 

that men and women are different in anyway is labeled a woman-hater. Feminism is accepted, if 

not embraced, and it presides over every personal, familial, or governmental choice in this country. 

Even so, many conservative, Protestant Christians dismiss or even ignore the position feminism 

holds in their personal lives and congregations. The women’s movement swept across America, 

redefining who held the power, women’s ‘rights’ and womanhood itself. Like Eve in the Garden 

of Eden, feminism seeks to undermine God’s created gender roles, and thus, questions the authority 

of the Creator. Christians cannot accept both the Biblical perspective of women and feminism. 

They cannot coexist. God’s Word requires no assistance on the topic of gender roles and either 

Christians must submit to their Creator or accept worldly definitions of what God formed. 

Manhood is collapsing, the next generation is being forcibly brainwashed, and women are finally 

realizing that they have less joy and fulfillment than before. During feminism’s original campaign, 

the church was preoccupied with national and personal issues. Now the time has come to finally 

recognize that the women’s movement is not just a social theory bent on helping women, but an 

anti-Christian worldview that has invaded the church and sits in every pew. 
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“The tendency today is to stress the equality of men and women by minimizing the 

unique significance of our maleness or femaleness. But this depreciation of male and female 

personhood is a great loss. It is taking a tremendous toll on generations of young men and 

women who do not know what it means to be a man or a woman.” 

-John Piper 

 On August 26, 1920, amid the violent death-struggles of World War I, labor strikes, and 

intense persecution of political dissidents, the 19th Amendment was quietly signed into law by 

Secretary of State Bainbridge Colby. Women of the United States were allowed the vote. After 

nearly a hundred years of bitter campaigning, the suffragist movement had attained its goal. But 

women were not done. They had their first taste of power and nothing could stand in their way.  

And the results have been anything but quiet. Feminists control social behavior, moderate 

government decisions and write educational material. They determine what is acceptable for 

society’s men and women. Though women have achieved levels of independence unheard of at 

the beginning of the women’s movement, the women and men who adhere to the modern social 

theory called feminism continue to campaign. The mere mention of gender roles, submission or a 

woman’s calling brings forth an explosion of protestors, who take to the streets to express their 

indignation at such haters and chauvinists. Feminism offers equality, opportunity, and freedom to 

women, using methods completely opposite that of Christianity, yet many conservative, protestant 

Christians tend to ignore the whole topic, or even the fact that the roots of this movement are in 

our very scriptures. And still, feminism sits in every pew of our churches. 

 As an answer to female inequality in the past, feminism seems to fit the bill. Whatever is 

needed, wherever in history, women's lib has the answers. From domestic violence to women 

finding identity outside of marriage (or supporting themselves), society turns to the eagle-eyed 
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women and men whose jobs entail protecting those historically abused. And as an alternative to 

the evils of patriarchy, feminism has accomplished much good across the world, calling for the 

education of young girls and protection amid accepted rape practices or prostitution. But, while 

the women’s movement reaches for maturity and anchors itself permanently into the world’s 

psyche, society must be prepared for the realization that these benefits might not have been worth 

the cost. Grounded in the desire for power and independence, with frustrated women taking matters 

into their own hands, this movement has evolved into whatever its followers needed it to be. 

Feminist demolition teams leave behind the stark ruins of marriage1, fatherhood2, manhood3 and 

even women’s choice4. And it grows more evident that women’s lib is not the cure mankind needs. 

 Historically, feminism was not born in the 20th century. The social theory was alive and 

well at the very beginning of time. In the third chapter of Genesis, Adam and Eve rebel against the 

Creator of the universe and both are cursed. As God cursed Eve with a desire to rule her husband 

and gave Adam dominion in their relationship,5 in that moment, every struggle and frustration 

between men and women was born. Woman, given the role of nurturer and helper, became instead 

a competitor and an opponent in gender relations, infected with the urge for control.  Man, given 

headship, would now struggle with his responsibility to fulfill the sacrificial duties of provider and 

protector with love and grace as a reflection of his Creator.6 The brawl between female and male 

sprawls through history in both active and passive modes.  It is sin and rebellion taking form in 

manipulation and domestic abuse. Feminism manifests itself in the confusion women feel, wishing 

for men to lead and yet driven by the voice in their head that says they must be liberated from any 

man’s rule.7 The women’s movement, born at the beginning of time, was detrimental then and 

harmful today. 
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 Across the world, all men and women possess the seed of feminism, and Protestant, 

Christian churches are filled with these same human beings. While there is sin in the world, 

humanity will continue to struggle with God’s plan for gender-specific roles. And if discussion of 

these issues is absent in the church, young people will receive instruction elsewhere – from a friend 

or in a classroom. Feminism is not just a theory outside the church. The argument that Jesus was 

the first feminist due to his radical dealings with the women of his day has produced the 

phenomenon of the Christian feminist.8 Young people will hear that to be a Christian, they must 

also be a feminist. Addressing injustice is part of a Christian’s ministry to those around him, and 

at first, feminism and Christianity seem to seek the same end. However, not only does feminism 

place its own stigmas on men and women, it dictates that God’s Word should be viewed through 

the lens of political correctness9. Equality may sound noble, but women’s lib is a sly attempt to 

blur the lines between men and women – lines prescribed by God10 – and  the movement blacklists 

all subordination, the necessary line of authority that exists in every aspect of life and Scripture.11 

This is an issue that affects every part of who we are as people and the church must take a stand. 

 Understanding that feminism is a vital issue in society is half the battle. Injustices may 

have been righted by the women’s movement, but its foundation from the first was one of 

independence and power. Launched in the sin and curse of the very first man and woman, gender 

struggles are nothing new and Christians must take measures to recognize the clever undermining 

of Scripture that women’s lib has forced on the church. But if feminism is not the cure for the 

world’s injustice against women, then what is? As the American Church studies feminism’s rise, 

it must also re-address the Biblical perspective of women and take a long, arduous look at where 

Christ’s followers failed to address the injustices that first gave birth to women’s lib.  Christians 

have tried to ignore this issue long enough and it is time to choose a position. The feminist 
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movement in the United States is both detrimental to society and incompatible with conservative, 

Protestant Christianity. And the best way to broach this touchy subject is to understand what 

feminism is.  

 As in every social theory, feminism is a complex mix of the virtuous and erroneous; 

therefore, a brief study of this movement is necessary. However, throughout its history, women’s 

lib has regularly engaged in a practice called semantic bait and switch12, which involves multiple 

definitions of its theory, as well as regularly changing main issues.  Because of this disinformation, 

addressing the women’s movement has become laborious and disconcerting. Feminism can deviate 

from ending cultural rape practices to a required acceptance of gay marriage, all in the same 

conversation. Therefore, it is imperative to at least attempt expounding on this social theory’s 

classification, the four historical waves of the women’s movement and the three arenas on which 

feminism focuses. Understanding the history behind feminism’s rise and how it affects our lives 

is essential, as semantic gymnastics can create confusion in those uninformed.  

 There are more definitions for feminism than probably any other social theory in history. 

For the most part, feminists reside in one of two very separate camps. The first holds to the general 

belief that feminism is the theory of the political, economic, and social equality of the sexes13. It 

is this definition that is often used to prove that all rational people, and most of all, Christians, 

should be feminists. As Anne Follis, a Christian feminist of the 1980s, said, “…feminism, or the 

ideal of basic equality between women and men, [is] entirely consistent with my Christian faith.”14 

The second group believes that the first group is completely misguided; feminism is and must be 

about women, focusing on women, and recognizing patriarchal rule and male oppression15.  Of 

course, “as postmodernism has taken root in our psyches, the definition of feminism can now mean 

anything you want it to mean.”16  And most of those meanings stress potential and equality for all. 
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Nevertheless, in this essay, feminism will be considered a social theory based on rebellion against 

God17 that seeks to erase His definition of manhood18 and womanhood19, resolves to eradicate His 

designation of male-headship20, and attempts to rectify America’s problems and lack of 

fulfillment. As this essay progresses, the above definition will take a more understandable form.  

 Understanding the progression of feminism is essential. Though the historical growth of 

the American women’s movement is complicated and often blurred, it can be divided into four 

discernable waves21.  The first wave (1840s-1950s) began at the Seneca Falls Convention and 

through a focus on suffrage, attempted to give women options. A rebellion against male authority 

and male oppression of women, the first wave challenged the “cult of domesticity”22. The second 

wave (1960s-1990s) increased the radical voice of women, who sought to break cultural norms, 

and addressed issues like sexuality and reproductive rights. Understanding that some types of 

behavior or clothing encouraged men to view women as objects, second-wave feminists turned 

their backs on such non-necessities as heels, extra make-up and low-cut blouses for the sake of 

their cause23. The third wave (1990s-2011) was the birth of the strong, empowered woman. 

Refusing the title ‘feminist’, third-wavers rebelled against the conservative choices of their 

mothers, dressing and acting for male attention, while still insisting that men must not view them 

as objects. As the very notion of ‘gender’ was discarded, women were encouraged to experiment,24 

and differences of class, ethnicity, and sexual orientation were celebrated. The fourth wave (2012-

Present) is one of intersectional feminism,25 which offers equality for everyone, addressing 

minorities among gender, race and income, not just among women. Inclusion is everything. Issues 

involving feminism are rape culture, equal female representation in every area of society, and 

LGBTQ rights. As each wave progresses, feminism grows increasingly more entrenched in 

American society. 
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 Throughout its history, feminism has targeted three main arenas of society. Social action 

was the foundation of the women’s movement and the first of these arenas to be modified. Charity 

and social welfare, women’s issues for centuries, served to bring women together and formed self-

assertion26. Women’s ‘rights’, the second arena of feminism, was a more overtly self-interested 

issue, as women fought for the same rights that men enjoyed on every level. Women’s lib would 

not be satisfied with just the vote, as activist Alice Park explains. “Political freedom – the simple 

permission to vote – is a very tiny part of freedom, and we want all there is.”  With every wave of 

the movement, the list of women’s ‘rights’ grew: right to labor, right to mother, and the right for 

sex – with whomever.  Finally, feminism ripened in the field of women’s self-determinization. In 

the past, women understood society to teach that the only value for a woman was found in 

wifehood and motherhood. Self-determinization was the idea that women could find worth based 

on individual values and abilities. No woman would ever again be satisfied to be defined by any 

man.  And though “emancipation from structures, conventions, and attitudes enforced by law and 

custom”27 had been the aim of the women’s movement from the very beginning, as the movement 

grew and changed, women were no longer allowed self-determination. Feminism began to 

contradict itself.  Women’s lib decided what defined women. “They talk ‘freedom and choice’, but 

feminists are too contemptuous of dissenting women to allow them to choose freely how to live 

their lives without ridicule and disdain.”28 As feminism moved from one arena of effort to the next, 

they became less loyal to the existing societal order and more interested in a new order, one that 

the movement created itself. 

 Feminism is a social theory, and so tries to explain how and why society works. Every 

wave experienced, and every arena conquered added another rung to the ladder of ‘gender 

inequality’. The women’s movement was founded on the belief that women, and the movement, 
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possess, or at least will possess, the answers to every societal problem. As each wave ended, many 

believed that feminism had fulfilled its purpose, but women always found another societal ill that 

needed solving. They were no longer content to point out a problem. And, as chronically 

dissatisfied professional problem-solvers, women’s lib will never be content with society29 and 

will never lose purpose until every thought of gender difference is wiped from Americans’ minds 

and women hold a majority of the power on every level. Feminism says that if men and women 

are treated the same in every way, and if patriarchy is erased forever, then Americans will be 

satisfied and fulfilled. Christianity opposes this view with three points: that the sin of men and 

women causes the frustration between genders, that God, the creator of relationships and true joy, 

has a plan for gender roles, and that He explains the only way for salvation and fulfillment. This 

stark contrast between feminism and Christianity was created through the rejection of the Biblical 

perspective by liberated women.  

 Feminism has failed to answer society’s gender wars, but what is the Biblical perspective 

regarding women? Feminism encourages women to begin their search by defining who they are. 

The prevailing assumption is that if enough people openly discuss themselves and their 

experiences, problems can be aired and solved. Christianity focuses, instead, on whose a woman 

is.30 From the beginning of the women’s movement, feminism has insisted that women’s roles, 

women’s rights, women’s interests and finally, women’s gender, were created by temporary 

cultural norms. Diametrically opposed to this view, the Biblical understanding of gender – and 

woman – is a permanent fact of creation, rather than something invented by society31. Therefore, 

it is not society – or the woman – that determines the gender-equality discussion. Instead, the vital 

factor is the creator of gender – God. And to understand women’s roles and rights, society must, 
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in turn, examine God’s view of gender. Biblical equality upholds the identity and worth of women. 

In the end, it is the question of who gives definition to gender, people or their Creator. 

 For many involved in the women’s movement, freedom, identity and worth are volatile 

issues. Since the early days of feminism, women felt relegated to one role – that of the homemaker, 

which was undervalued and stereotyped.32 Many, like Betty Friedan, a leader of second wave 

feminism, often voiced their frustration over women finding their identity in this role. And, to an 

extent, those women were right. Neither women nor men should find their identity in what they 

do, but in God because they bear His image. Mankind does not define its identity; the Creator of 

the universe, the one who designed them, does.33 However, feminism insists that women find self-

esteem and worth in a paying job or career of their choosing, which simply moves the search for 

fulfillment to another role. “[A woman] can find identity only in work that is of real value to 

society – work for which, usually, our society pays.”34 Desperate for independence from a social 

patriarchy, women’s lib fell into the trap that true freedom was women having rights over 

themselves, their bodies and their choices. But true freedom is in God,35 not rights, choices or 

altered roles.  “God does not intend for women to be squelched or cramped or frustrated. But 

neither does He intend for women to do whatever seems to remove these feelings without regard 

for the appropriateness of the action…freedom comes from inner changes of the heart and mind.”36 

Women felt like they had no worth because they were not paid for what they did37, because their 

bodies were objectified, and because they did not have the power to make or change the laws that 

affected them. Feeling the deficiency of Biblical manhood, women demanded the value and worth 

that could only be granted through following God’s original plan. Through feminism, women 

extended their rights and choices, attempting to attain worth, freedom and identity, but missed 

God’s plan. 
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 As the women’s movement searches to give women what they want, Biblical equality 

offers so much more. Men and women were each created unique for a reason. Gender was no 

accident. And when feminists argue that gender is simply a physical thing, that it should not affect 

how a person lives, they are underhandedly assuming that God might have made a mistake. 

“We sometimes hear the expression “the accident of sex,” as though one’s being  

a man or a woman were a triviality. It is very far from being a triviality. It is our  

nature. It is the modality under which we live our lives; it is what [we] are called 

to be – called by God, this God who is in charge. It is our destiny, planned,  

ordained, fulfilled by an all-wise, all-powerful, all-loving Lord.”38  

Gender is both physical and mental. Women and men do not just have different bodies; they also 

think in a different way. Psychiatrist Louann Brizendine, M.D. explains in her book The Female 

Brain that gender affects more than just physical aspects. “This isn’t socialization…There is no 

unisex brain.”39 Doctors and scientists are becoming increasingly aware that gender starts in the 

womb, not society. Therefore, when mankind’s Creator speaks of forming individuals from the 

womb, that includes the aspect of gender.40 He says that He sanctifies each one, sets apart every 

person. As He created gender, God also created gender roles. These roles have nothing to do with 

the gender equality of which feminism speaks, the bait and switch tactic of equal and sameness. 

Men and women are equal in three things: each gender was designed by God, bears His image, 

and is under moral responsibility. Male and female roles, however, are not the same or equal.41 

From the very beginning, God bestowed authority on the man, by allowing him the privilege of 

naming his wife. This authority was fashioned for building up, protecting and leading the woman. 

Men were created to be initiators; women were to be responders. And God first held the man 
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responsible when the woman initiated and sinned in the Garden42. The objective of women’s lib is 

to change the gender discussion with their definition of equality. Biblical equality is opposed to 

feminism and differentiates between the feminist view of gender equality as ‘indistinguishability’, 

or sameness, and God’s view that gender equality means equivalent worth. 

 By setting the male in the role of authority, the Scriptures put the female in the role of 

submission. Submission is a dirty word in every feminist circle. Nothing speaks of subjugation 

and oppression more than the idea of subordination. The Biblical view of submission, though, is 

one of freedom, not slavery. Marital and family relationships, church relationships, and even God’s 

relationships among the Trinity show that there are always lines of authority and submission and 

that, in these relationships, there is no oppression.  

“Feminists seem to be reasoning that, because some subordination is degrading, 

all subordination must necessarily be degrading. On the contrary, what Biblical  

headship requires…is that the head respect the helper as an equally significant  

person in the image of God.”43 

When God saw that Adam was alone in Genesis 2, He pronounced Adam unfinished and created 

a helper for him. This “helper” was “God’s solution to an otherwise unsolvable problem” and in 

the original Hebrew, the word used for helper meant “one who supplies strength in the area that is 

lacking.”44 Biblical submission is not about belittlement, inferiority, or worthlessness.45 Men and 

women are both to “encourage one another and build one another up.”46 God’s design is not one 

of fear or wasted potential, but one of joy. Submission in the Biblical sense is not the slavery the 

women’s movement see it to be, but a fashioned position of feminine strength. 
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 The Biblical perception of gender shows a balance between men and women. While 

women search for identity and worth, Biblical equality offers them the freedom they desire, while 

setting the record straight on submission. But the premise of headship and submission, like that 

seen in the Trinity and God’s relationship with the church, is built on the Biblical foundation of 

male headship, not male domination. “…male domination [is] the assertion of the man’s will over 

the woman’s will, heedless of her spiritual equality, her rights, and her value.”47 Male headship, 

in contrast, is leading a woman to depend on Christ and encouraging her growth in grace. And the 

prerequisite to male headship is understanding that the man is always under authority, the authority 

of Christ, and must strive to imitate Christ’s authority over the church.48 “A man will see to it that 

pain and hardship fall in his lap before they ever fall upon those under his care.”49 These Biblical 

roles of headship and submission are known by many theologians as complementarianism, which 

is the idea that men and women are both equal, in personhood, importance, and status before God, 

and beneficially different, in gender and role.50  This idea is based on Scripture and God’s original 

plan for men and women.51 Although selfishness, irresponsibility, passivity and abuse have 

contaminated the created relationships between men and women, through Biblical instruction, such 

relations are still possible. Human sin will always erode God’s plans, but when men and women 

focus on His plan and His Word, they will understand that both genders were created in the image 

of God and utterly unique in the universe. When Christians emphasize God’s original design 

instead of their own feelings and feminism’s urgings, then the gender war in the church can finally 

end. 

 Assuming Biblical equality provides the answers to the gender struggles in American 

society, the question remains: why has feminism risen to such prominence and where was the 

church during this social theory’s escalation? Historically, a large group of churches did try to 
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support women’s issues. Orthodox Protestant churches attempted to back customary gender 

differences, while also elevating women’s social role. Many church leaders understood that 

women had often been ignored and passed over and so tried to listen and understand women’s 

concerns. Overall, the church went to the other extreme and spread the idea “that women were 

morally superior to men and thus encouraged women to value themselves and their own 

contribution to social life”52. Feminists, though, refused to be held down in any way, by religion, 

philosophy or politics. “Women railed against the insufficiencies of liberal political discourse even 

as they seized it for themselves; they apprehended Protestant teachings at a different angle from 

that intended by most ministers; and they adapted socialist models to their own purposes.”53 So, 

even if the church had made the women’s movement the main issue of the 1800s through the 

present, feminists would not have been satisfied or grateful. During feminism’s four waves, 

though, the church was preoccupied with several major distractions. Division in its midst, a 

troubled, changing nation, and new religions taking a hold in American society demanded the 

church’s attention. Christian leaders could not possibly have focused only on the issue of feminism 

and doing so would have accomplished little as it was.   

 Long the church’s archenemy, division among its members caused great havoc during 

feminism’s rise. The first wave of this movement occurred during some of the most momentous 

years that have ever divided the American church, during which time Christians were too busy 

repairing relations with each other to focus on women. In 1844, the issue of slavery smashed 

through American churches and caused almost as much damage among congregations as it did in 

the nation. Three of the United States’ largest Protestant denominations, Methodists, Baptists and 

Presbyterians, were ripped apart.54 Northern and southern divisions of these denominations still 

feel the scars from the disaster of fellow believers at each other’s throats. The 1880s and 90s saw 
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liberal and conservative Protestants clashing over religious and biblical authority in America.55 

Doubt in God’s inherent word spread with the bedlam of the Scopes Trial in 1925 and Darwin’s 

Evolutionary “proof”56. Fundamentalist Christians, desiring “to emphasize a strictly literal 

interpretation of the Bible” fought back against the liberal mainline church but struggled to be 

heard over the general acceptance of Darwinism.57 During feminism’s second wave, young people 

witnessed copious depravity and pain, resulting in many rebelling against the church and seeking 

hope and peace in other religions. Thus, the sixties and seventies saw the rise of the Jesus 

Movement, which offered inner transformation and a sense of togetherness.58 By the third and 

fourth waves of feminism, Christians were feeling the effects of the women’s movement. Roe v. 

Wade forced churches to examine abortion in 1973 and congregations were again divided with the 

re-introduction of women’s ordination59. Protestant churches had their hands full with divisive 

social issues during the four waves of feminism. 

 While feminism was evolving, Americans and their churches experienced a troubled, 

changing nation. Protestant churches were the support system for most of the United States and 

every catastrophe proved repeatedly where Americans turned for comfort and answers.  Because 

of this, the Christian church shouldered the burden of around the clock vigilance. The early years 

of feminism witnessed an abundant amount of war. World War I pitted Christian nations across 

the globe against each other. American Christianity emerged deeply affected and many attempted 

to “rediscover sources of divine authority”60. American churches were still struggling to re-define 

their stance when World War II plunged their nation into a nightmare.  The evils of the Nazi regime 

led many to question their own faith and the church was once again left to attempt an explanation 

of the hell so many saw every day. But the Vietnam War (1955-1975), which occurred during the 

second wave of feminism, created an entirely different American nation. Protests tore the country 
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apart and soldiers were mocked in the streets. Feminists joined in the bitter argument and added 

passivism and the anti-war movement to their list of political agendas on the behalf of women. 

Disillusioned and confused, many Protestant churches were either neutral or adopted some type of 

anti-war status61. All the same, they still endeavored to find a balance between following their 

conscience and supporting American troops as human beings in need of love and aid. Christians 

and the women’s movement often worked together in anti-war demonstrations, but for feminists, 

Vietnam was a golden opportunity to demonstrate men’s inabilities, and they “sought to transform 

the event into a call for woman power [and] challenge men to move out of the way”62. Like the 

Civil War, which occurred during the first wave, the Civil Rights Movement, beginning in 1961, 

overshadowed most of feminism’s second wave. The terror that 9/11 spread during the third wave 

of feminism opened the floodgates and churches overflowed with people seeking comfort amidst 

such senseless death. Bombings, shootings and general violence against schools and churches 

across the nation that have occurred during the fourth wave prove that the church is not done acting 

as a support system to the troubles that rock Americans’ sense of well-being. As important as 

women’s issues have been, the church’s focus on national issues over the rise of feminism has 

absorbed Christian attention. 

 As if divisions and violence were not enough, the Christian church also faced multiple new 

people groups and religions. Protestant churches usually have a strong evangelical effect and 

changes in American belief systems require utilizing novel approaches. Spiritualism, the belief 

that communication with the dead is possible, developed in the United States around 1843 and 

reached its peak in the 1920s. Mankind has always shown a profound desire to know about the 

afterlife and what the future holds. The occult, spiritualism and New Age beliefs were therefore 

very tempting for Americans, especially during the tumultuous times of the first and second waves 
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of feminism (1840s-1990s). These Eastern spiritual influences have continued to penetrate 

Western culture and churches63, requiring a constant vigilance by every Christian community. 

Nineteen-twenty-six witnessed the founding of an American Nation of Islam. “An African-

American movement and organization that combines elements of traditional Islam with black 

nationalist ideas and race-based theology”64, the Nation of Islam has undergone several name 

changes and different levels of Islam orthodoxy. Nevertheless, with racial and occult undertones, 

the Nation of Islam, as well as the Islamic faith in general, grew during feminism’s first and second 

waves. Agnosticism and atheism gained converts during this period as well, the first time that 

Protestant churches observed such growth of people without any religious affiliations.  The 

Immigration Act of 1965 opened the floodgates for numerous religions and reshaped America’s 

religious landscape, while the early 2000s saw a call for religious tolerance, specifically among 

those religions outside of Judeo-Christian beliefs. Feminists joined in the call for tolerance and 

appreciation of diversity, while the Christian church struggled to reach out to people of such 

countless religious backgrounds. 

 Christians and feminists alike feel like the church has failed women. A necessary 

preoccupation with church divisions, national distress, and religious diversity has added to this 

view. By the time the church even tried to address feminism in force, the theory had become so 

entrenched that the church met with little success. Life and death issues like salvation usually 

eclipsed those of women. And even when the church has attempted to help in this area, “most 

Christians will admit that selfishness, irresponsibility, passivity and abuse have often 

contaminated”65 these attempts. Because of these failings, there has been a rise in numbers of 

“evangelical feminists”, who still strongly identify themselves with Christian beliefs but have 

turned to feminism for what they felt the church has neglected. Evangelical feminists have been 

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Nation-of-Islam
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Nation-of-Islam
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correct in bringing to light many selfish and hurtful practices in Protestant churches, though their 

theological reasoning for conclusions of feminism or egalitarianism is flawed66. At this point, 

discussion about what the church has faced in the past, like that above, is necessary, not as an 

excuse, but for perspective. Women’s issues and the Biblical study required to address those 

subjects can often be scary, messy and complicated. And mainstream feminists will not welcome 

Biblical views in their arena. Enjoying the power and limelight, professional feminists are more 

interested in keeping their jobs than in welcoming a group that wants to bring women satisfaction 

and joy.67 But, instead of abandoning young Christians to the whims of feminism or egalitarian-

limbo, the church needs to accept its past failings and move on to addressing the women’s 

movement by bringing Biblical solutions to the table. Scripture offers the complete answers that 

women have sought through the ages, if churches will be willing to stand on God’s truth in the 

face of society, and if women will release their bitterness of past neglect and their desire to hold 

positions of power over men.  

 American society is caught in the grip of an invisible social theory that has 

permeated the government, every school, every family, every person, and yes, every church. 

Exhausted, confused, and angry, women are required to carry the weight of their gender’s 

oppression around on their shoulders.68 And no amount of legislation or apologies will ease 

their burden. Built on the foundation that one gender is a  vile predator and that the other is an 

injured party, “…feminism survives by encouraging women to see themselves as 

victims, thereby ensuring there remains an adversary, a source of conflict to give life to the 

crusade.”69 If professional feminists ever declare victory, they would lose their jobs, their fight, 

and their funding. And so, the crusaders march on, paid to design laws aimed at inequalities 

they have identified, and based on studies they have written.70 American society tiptoes around 

http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/christina-hoff-sommers-on-how-academic-feminism-hurts-women/article/2601095
http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/christina-hoff-sommers-on-how-academic-feminism-hurts-women/article/2601095
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women’s lib, terrified to wake the sleeping giant, lest they become the next college, 

organization or face plastered on banners in a women’s march, sued and defamed. Public 

school is a weapon for gender inequality education, damaging opportunities to learn; likewise, 

the American military must focus on inclusion instead of national protection. Manhood hangs 

in tatters. Children are caught in the crossfire. Women’s lib is a plague that spares no one. A 

god the American nation believed would eradicate the gender struggle now justifies its  

continued existence by feeding the fires of ‘inequality’.  

 Demonized, manhood is targeted by extreme feminists and slighted or ignored by 

moderates. As the women’s movement is mostly a reaction against the institution of 

“patriarchy”, men are proclaimed to be inherently predatory, oppressive and vile, which leaves 

men as a gender continually apologizing for their existence71. Women are not the only sexual 

category that has struggled. When men attempt to speak up about their gender issues, they are 

silenced. These topics include child custody, male disposability and the unnecessary 

medication of boys.72 The Men’s Rights Movement (MRM) “reject[s]…claims espoused by 

leaders in the modern feminist movement, such as…women cannot be sexist to men…or that 

domestic violence impacts women far more than men.”73 Speaking out for men, these activists 

are interested in working with feminists, even when they are subjected to venomous attacks in 

an attempt to shut down their meetings. While both movements try to be heard over the other, 

the tension escalates. Biblical complementarity sketches a vision where both men and women 

can serve God together without belittlement from either gender.74  Courtney Reissig, author of 

The Accidental Feminist, promotes this vision after realizing that she had never been offered 

an alternative to feminism.75 Documentarian and life-long feminist activist Cassie Jaye is now 

searching for answers outside of the women’s movement after interviewing MRM campaigners 
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and undergoing some serious soul-searching of her own.76 Amid the drawn battle-lines, 

recovery is possible “by the power of God’s Spirit through faith in His promises and in 

obedience to His Word”77. Manhood has suffered from feminism’s entrenchment, but healing 

is possible. 

 Aware of the gender battles around them every day, American youth are not immune 

to the destructive effects of feminism. Children desperately need a stable family. Even as 

feminists celebrate divorce, single mothers, and pregnant teens78, “the collapse of marriage is 

the principal cause of child poverty and a host of other social ills”79. But feminists such as 

Pennsylvania State University sociologist Jessie Bernard insist that “being a housewife makes 

women sick…[and] to be happy in a relationship which imposes so many impediments on her, 

as traditional marriage does, women must be slightly mentally ill”.80 And women listen.  Even 

if they have children, they believe the lie that it is better to parent alone. And feminists are still 

not satisfied. From the very beginning, the women’s movement has struggled against the 

natural, God-given bond between mother and child. As French feminist Simone de Beauvoir 

says, “…women shouldn’t have that choice [to stay home], precisely because if there is such 

a choice, too many women would make that one”. So, women rely on daycare and school to 

nurture their children and feminists have free-reign to mold America’s next generation 

however they please. Young men rapidly absorb the idea that not only are they dispensable, 

but they are also predators and vile people who are responsible for all women’s sorrows.81 

Gender issues have saturated educational material in schools, robbing young boys of role-

models as books with male heroes are replaced with the ‘independent female’.82 Teen girls are 

strongly encouraged by culture to own their bodies, even if that means contracting sexual 
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diseases and broken hearts from multiple partners or disposing of their unwanted children83. 

The next generation is denied the choices that past feminists decided were not  necessary.  

 Feminism is not an overt choice for most Americans today. Young women and men 

may not be aware of the feminist theory that controls every aspect of their lives. Americans 

assume that feminist revolutions were something of the 1960s, but, as Phyllis Schafly (activist, 

lawyer, and author) noted, “…feminism and feminists didn’t disappear just because they’re no 

longer marching in the streets.  They simply chucked the loud protests and morphed into the 

fabric of society.”84 When one belief is continually expressed, and no opposing opinion 

allowed, the inhabitants of that society, especially the next generation, will accept that belief. 

They may not even understand that the idea was generated by a certain group of people. Thus, 

feminist thinking has invaded and taken root in every American’s thinking, outside and inside 

of the church.85 Among those born after the 1970s, ‘girl power’ and the culture of 

hypersexuality is second nature.  Feminism is as natural to men and women as breathing.  

Though Americans may not identify with the feminist movement, they personify the 

movement’s ideals and the very strong impression that no one should tell a woman what she 

should or shouldn’t be or do. All men and women are feminists in need of God’s saving grace. 

Mankind has shaken a fist at God, believing that His excellent plan is somehow deficient. The 

women’s movement attempts to redirect all arguments to gender and human rights, specifically 

those of women. Yet it is every human’s rebellion against God and His design that allows 

feminism to take such a strong hold. Until this sinful tendency is individually addressed in this 

generation, feminism will continue to grip American society.  

 Since independence from rightful authority forms a large part of feminist theory,  the 

women’s movement is not just about equality for women. This movement is incompatible with 
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conservative Protestant Christianity. Instead, women’s lib has destroyed Biblical manhood, 

endangered the next generation’s well-being and entrenched itself in every part of society. 

Finally, what women want and what they are acquiring through feminism are two completely 

different things. As their deepest desires are granted, women should be satisfied. But 

neuropsychiatrist Louann Brizendine, M.D., author of The Female Brain, which discusses the 

scientific differences between men and women, explains that women have never been so 

unhappy. “Almost every woman I have seen in my office, when asked…her top three 

wishes…says, “Joy in my life, a fulfilling relationship, and less stress with more personal 

time.” [Women’s] modern life…has made these goals particularly difficult to achieve.”86 

American women are desperate for answers and, because the church accepted feminism’s lies, 

Christians are no longer able to provide them. Recovery in the church is only possible when 

individual Christians address their own innate sin nature, this hidden rebellion against 

authority, through God’s Word. Drawing from her own experience, Courtney Reissig explains 

that “recovery for many of us will also mean a reversal of the way we approach women in our 

congregations…when [we] feel the judgement rising up…at the sight of a young woman 

joyfully choosing marriage and family over a college degree, [we] still have a long way to go 

before [full recovery].”87 Young people in the church require the encouragement to make life 

choices based on what will strengthen and advance the cause of Christ.88 Biblical manhood 

and womanhood is possible when Christians, both individually and in their congregations, 

submit to God’s authority and His design. Though complicated and messy, this is the only 

procedure that will mend gender inequality in American society and bring full recovery from 

this unintentional acceptance of feminism’s subversive influence . 
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